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[ ~7c, ] 

I ,XIV.  On the Kaleidoscope. 

T i n s  amusement  being now in the hands of almost every pe,'- 
son, any description, more particular than what will present i t-  
self in the subjoined historical detail, will here be unnecessary. 

Dr .  Brewster~ the patentee of this amusing instrument,  is 
charged by manv with being a plagiarist, and claiming that,  as a 
new invention of his own, which is really old, and the discovery 
of  auother.  We shall lay the grounds of this charge befi~re our 
readers ; ~ a n d  we begin with some rcmarks which have appeared 
in the French Journals : 

'~ Scarcely,"  says one of them, '~ had the Kaleidoscope been 
impor ted  into Paris, when twenty competitors started forward, 
and each, his glass in his hand, contended Jbr the attention of 
the puhlic. To  the Kaleidoscope one opposed the Polyoseope; 
another the Metamorphosiscope; and as the great ntajority of 
spectators called out for something French, we saw immefliateh' 
this wish gratified bv the Transjqgurateur, the French lamp, &c. ; '  

'~ M. Robertson, ~' a mathematical- instrmnent  maker  in Paris, 
of  some eminence, " reclaims for France the priority of this ili- 
vention. He  brings in proof an instrument~ of great dimeusion 
it is true, but which fbr many years has filrnished in his cabinet 
the same various pictures which an adroit speculator has intro,- 
dueed into the KMeidoscope. Thus the Professor Brewster of  
Edinburgh,  to whom the English have attributed the honour of  
this discovery, is nothing more than an imitator.  This is nor, 
the first time that  a French discovery ires taken the longest way 
of  arriving at Paris. M. Chevalier ~oo enters the lists; holdiLlg 
ia one hand a work, published more than JTftg years ago, i~l 
which the principle of this agreeable illusion is described, whiie 
in the other he presents us a lamp which, by adding much to 
the magic of the effects, merits truly the name which he gives 
it of  the French l~Iultiplicalor.'" 

However mortifying it may be to our ingenious neighbOurs, 
the French, to have their claims to the originality of this inve,z- 
~,ion denied, the fact is, that ,  should the optical principle o'a 

~ple. But it requires little experience to kno~, how fallacious and inade- 
quate are all synthetical experiments ; and as in their nature they must be 
fonnded on preconceived notions, they can never be of value, but only 
~¢lrere the~ tend to confirm the accuracy of analysis, as in the decomposition 
and reeomposltion of water. But if the facts here adduced prove any thing, 
it is rather that chlorine and hydrogen produce murlatic acid, instead of tl~e 
latter becoming chlorine by the addition of oxygen. This is not altogether 
improbable, r~or incompatible with the reputed discovery ofLampadlus, wha 
s,apposes that ~nuriatic ac;:d i~ composed hf hydrogca and oxygen urfited t~ 
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On the Kale;do,cope. ~77 

wl~:.ch the instrument is founded, and earlier publication, be held 
to constitute the invention, the discovery will he found to be- 
long to England, notwithstanding the French work " published 
~ore t#anfiftv years ago, in which the principle of this agree- 
able illusion is described ;"  for the principle was published in 
Lond~;n more than eighty years a~o, in a work entitled " Netv 
_rmpro,,ementS of Planting and Gardening, both philosophical 
and p,actical, 6th Edition. .By RICrLARD BRADLEY, Professor 
c]" Botany at the Uiliversity of" Carol, ridge, and F.R.S. Printed 
)br d. ap)d d. " " ' ' "  . . . . .  Knapton, *n St. Panl s Church-yard , 1~31. "lhe 
t'ollowing is printed from Bradley's first chapter. 

,r Description and Use of'a new rnvention for  the more speed6b! 
desigtting of Garden Plats, whereby we may produce more 
lmriet~.] off" Figures in an Hour's Time, than are to be.]bund it; 
all the Books on Gardening now extant. 
~ Since the instrument I now design to treat of has afforded 

~ome pleasure to many of my acquaintance, I have been easily 
persuaded to make it public. It is of that nalure, that the best 
desigtw, s or draughtsmen may improve andhelp their fanciet 
by it, and may with more certainty hit the humour of those gen- 
tlemen they are to work for, without being at the trouble of 
making n,any varieties of figures or garden plats, wbich will lose 
time and call an unnecessary expense, which frequently dis- 
courages gentlemen from making up their gardens. In short, 
the charge of the instrument is so small, and its use so delight- 
ful attd profitable, that I doubt not its favourable receptioa in 
the world. But to proceed : 

" We must choose two pieces of looking-glass of equal big- 
7less, of the figure of a long square, five inches in length and fbar 
[n breadth : they mvst be covered on the back with paper or sill., 
to wevent rubbing off the silver, which would else be apt to 
crack off by frequent use. This covering for the back of tile 
glasses must be so put on that nothing of it may appear about 
the edges of the bright side. 

" The glasses being thus prepared, they must be laid face to 
face and hinged together~ so that they may be made to open and 
~hut at pleasure, like the leaves of a book. As for example, ttle 
first figure (PI. III.) shows us the backs of the two glasses A an~t 
}~, joined together by hinges C C and D D, so that they may be 
opened attd shut to any part of a circle. And now the glas~e~ 
being thus fitted for our purpose~ I shall proceed to explain the 
~:,~:e of them, 

" Draw  a large circle upon paper, divide it into 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 or 
equal parts, Which being done, we may draw in every one of 

the divisions a figure at our pleazure~ eit}~er for g~rden plat% 
or 
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878 On tile Kaleidoscope. 

or fortifications. As for example ; in the second figure, we see 
a circle divided into six parts, and upon the division marked 
A is drawn part  of a design for a garden. Now to see that  de- 
sign entire, which is yet confl~sed, wv must place our glasses upon 
the paper, and open them to the sixth part  of the circle, i. e., one 
of theln must stand upon line /) to the centre, and the other 
must be opened exactly to the point c ; so shall we discover an 
entire garden plat in a circular form (if we look into the glasses) 
divided into six parts, with as many walks leading to the centr% 
where we shall find a basis of an hexagonal figure. 

" We may more plainly see how the glasses ought to be placed 
upon the design by viewing the third figure. The line A, where 
the glasses join, stands immediately over the centre of the circle: 
the glass B star.ds upon the linedrawn f romthe centre to the point 
C, and the glass D stands upon the line leading from the centre 
to the point E. The  glasses being thus placed, emmet  fail to 
produce the ec~mpleat figure we look for • and so whatever equal 
par t  of a circle you mark out, let the line A stand ahvays upon 
the centre, and open your glasses to the division you have made 
with your compasses, i f  instead of a circle you [vonld have the 
figure of an hexagon, draw the straight line with a pen fl'om the 
point c to the point d in the second figure ; and by placing the 
gl~tsses as before, you will h a ~  the figure desh'ed. 

" So likewise a pentagon may be perfectly represented by 
finding the fifth part  of a circle, and placing tlv ~ glasses upon 
the outlines of it, and the fom'th part  of a circle will likewise 
produce a square by means of the glasses, or, by the sanie rule, 
willgive us ally figure of equal sides. I easily suppose that  a 
curious person by a little practice with these glasses may mMte 
many improvements with them, which perhaps I may not yet 
have discovered, or have for brevity's sake omitted to describe. 

" It  next follows that  I explain how by these glasses we may, 
from the figure of a circle drawn upon paper,  make an oval ; and 
also by the same rule, represent a long square, from a perfect 
square. To  do this, open the glasses and fix them to an exact  
square : place them over a circle, and move them to and fro till 
you see the representation of the oval figure you like best ;  and 
so having the glasses fixed, in like manner move them over a 
square piece of work, till you find the figure you desire of a long 
square, hi these trials you will meet  with many varieties of  
designs. As for instance, the fourth figure~ although it seems 
to contain but a confused representation, may be varied into 
above 200 different representations by moving the glasses over 
it, which are opened and fixed to an exact square. In a word, 
fl'ora the most trilling designs, we may by this means produce 
some thousands of good draughts. 

" But 
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On the Kaleidoscope. 379 

" But that the fourth figure may yet be more intelligible and 
useful, I have drawn on every side of it a scale divided into equal 
parts, by which means we may aseertailt the just proportion of 
any design we shall meet with in it. 

" I  have also marked every side of the fourth figure with a 
letter, as A B C D, the better to inform the reader of the use of 
the invention, and put him in the way to find out every design 
contained in that figure. 

" E.r!). 1. Turn the side A to any certain point, either to 
the nort'h or to the window of your room, and when you have 
opened your glasses to an exact square, set one of them on the 
line of the side D, and the other on the line of the side C ; you 
will then have a square figure four times as big as the engraved 
design in the plate ; but if that representation sho~fid not be 
agreeable, move the glass (still open to a square) to the No. 5 
of the side D, so will one of them be parallel to D, and the other 
stand upon the llne of the side C : your first design will then he 
varied; and so by moving your glasses in like manner fi'om poinl: 
to point, the d,'aughts will differ every variation of the glasses, 
till you ha'¢e discovered at least fifty plans differing from one an- 
other. 

" Exp.  2. Turn the side marked t3 of the fourth figure to 
the same point where A was befor% and by moving your glasses 
as you did in former example, you will discover as great a va- 
riety of designs as had been observed in the foregoing experi- 
ment :  then turn the side C to the place of B, and managing 
the gIasses in the manner l have directed in first example, yol~ 
may have a great variety of different plans which were not in 
the former trials;, and the fourth, D~ must be managed in the 
same manner with the others ; so that fi'om one plan alone, not 
exeeedi~.g the bigness of a man's hand, we may vary the figure at 
least 200 times ; and so consequently from five figures of the like 
nature we might show about 1000 different sorts of' garden plats; 
and if it should happen that the reader has any nun~ber of plan~ 
for parterres or wilderness works bv lfim, he may by this method 
alter them at his pleasure, and produce such innumerable varietie~ 
that it is not possible the most able designer could ever have 
contrived. 

~' And seeing I have given such directions as I hope ]nay inform 
the curious of the use of this new invented, instrnment, I think 
it may not be improper to advertise that the publisher of these 
papers is provided with glas,~es of several sizes ready fittt'd up for 
the experiment, at the following prices : the smalier sort at 3~. 
and the other at 5s." 

In the foregc, ing deserlptlon of Bradley's invention, the prin- 
ciple of reflection Oil which he constructs it~ is precisely that 
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ik~O On the Kaleidoscope. 

which Dr. Brmvster has employed in his Kaleidoseope ; but the 
means by which the latter presents to the retlecting surfaces the 
objects that are to be reflected, are quite different. Even with 
Bradley the kind of objeets and the means by which he presented 
these objects to the mirrors were what constituted his instru- 
ment a new invention ; for the arrangement of the refleetor~ 
themselves was not of Bradley's discovering, as we shall prove 
immedialely. 

We eopy the following from John Bapt~sta Porta's IVatural 
21~agic, the English Translation published in 165S. 

" To make a plain Glass that shall represent the Image. 
r~anifi, ld. 

" A glass is made that will make many representations, that 
is, that many things may be seen at once ; ibr by opening and 
shuttling it, you shall seo twenty fingers for one, and nmre. You 
shall make it thus: blaise two brass looking-glasses [metallic 
mirrors], or of crystal, at right angles upon the same basis, and 
let them be in a proportion called sesquialtera, that is one and 
a half, or some other proportim b and let them be joined together 
longways, that the~ maj/ l,e shut and opened, like a book ; and 
the angles be divers, such as are made at Venice : For one face 
being objeeted you shall see many in them both, and this by so 
much the straighter, as you put them together, and the angles 
are less : hut they will be diminished by opening them, and the 
angles being more obtuse, you shall see the fewer: ~o showing 
one figur% there will be more seen: and further, the right parts 
will show right, and the left to be left, which is contrary to 
looking-glasses; and this is done bv mutual refleetlon and pul- 
sation, whence ariseth the variety of images interchangeable." 

From the foregoing it is manifest whenee Bradley derived the 
principle which he applied to the construction of his instrument~ 
for he borrows the very words of Porta, " that t.ke,j (the mir- 
sots) may be slmt and opened like a book;" and hence it follows 
that if the discover?/of the principle cannot be allowed to tile 
French, so ndther  can it to the English : for Porta's work was 
first published (at Naples we believe) in 15a8, in j%ur books, 
and 35 years after (that is ahout the year 1573), in its enlarged 
form, eomprising twent~j books. Bradley was not called a plu- 
giarist,--probably beeanse his instrument, though identically the 
~ame as Porta's, was applied in a different way and to a diff'erent 
purposet~ Shouhl Dr. Brewster then he eonsi~tered in that light, 
Jbr having made use of the same principle in his instrument, 
which in eoustruetion is different frorn either Porta's or Brad- 
ley's ? Porta, by looking at objects before him, along the angle 
formed at the joining of his glasses~ caw them multiplied: Bradley, 
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Notices respccEng New Book~. 381 

I)y placing his joined glasses upon his drawings, at right angles to 
them, and looking at them, in the same manner, sawthem multi- 
plied ; but the number of reflections could be calculated. Dr, 
Brewster, by putting the reflectors iu a tube, and attaching 
thereto, and at right angles to them, two discs of glass with ob- 
jects interposed, forms an optical instrument capable of produ- 
cing an incalculable (if not an infinite) number of combinations, 
by merely making the discs, or the whole instrument, to revolve 
on its axis, while the eye looks through it. If the previous ap- 
plication of any known principle to the construction of instru- 
ments, is to be considered and held as embracing all future ap- 
plications of the same principle, there can be no new inventions ; 
for to obtain knowledge of a principle, not before known,is a dis- 
covery, and not an invention : no person can invent a principle; 
but he may apply a principle, when known, to a new purpose, 
and this new application with the new means employed, is what 
constitutes a new invention. T.  

LXV. Notices respecting New Books. 

.d Treal}se on the General Principles of Chemical Analy~es. 
TranslafedJi'om the French ~" L. J. 'I'HENAR9, .Member of  
lhe Inslitute qf  France, Professor of Chemistry, ~Yc. ~Co 
Boy ARNOLD *IERRtCK. SVO. 346 pages. 

I_n the original this Treatise forms the coneludlug volume of 
Thenard's Chemistry, published in 1816. Some slight altera-- 
tions and many additions, consisting chiefly of extracts fi'om tile 
other volumes, have been made by the translator, to render the 
work more complete as a treatise. The translator states that 
possessing, as we do, the excellent works of Dalton, Davy, 
Henry, Murray, and Thomson, a translation of the whole of 
Theuard's Elementary and Practical Treatise on Chemistry was 
quite unnecessary; " i~ut as we have no separate and convenient 
work in English on chemical analyses, (the Essays of Bergman 
and Kirwan having been long out 'of print,) it has been judged 
that a translati,m of Thenard's treatise on that subject would 
be a valuable acquisition to the practical chemist. It is hoped 
that the present translation will be found sufficiently perspicuous, 
faithful and concise," and the translator modestly adds that " it 
pretends to no other kind of merit." 

We consider the work before us as a valuable acquisition to 
the practical chemist. Its nature will be better understood from 
a ~umtnary of the contents than from an extract. 

C~mlents. 
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